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Split(s)box pupils

Learn to partition numbers up to 10. As the number pictures are visualized repeatedly it develops mental arithmetics.

Contents:
blue plastic box with sliding lid (7 x 4.5 x 1.6 cm) 
10 yellow plastic balls (0.7 cm Ø) 

J1550000 split(s)box pupils

Balls Split(s)box pupils

Plastic box with 50 small yellow balls that belong to the Split(s)box 
pupils. To split up numbers over 10 and to replace lost balls.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (6.5 x 4.5 x 2 cm)
50 yellow plastic balls (0.7 cm Ø)

J1551000 balls split(s)box pupils

Balls Split(s)box teacher

Plastic box with 5 yellow balls that belong to the Split(s)box 
teacher. To split up numbers over 10 and to replace lost balls.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
5 yellow plastic balls (3.5 cm Ø)

J1552001 balls split(s)box teacher

Split(s)box teacher

With this Split(s)box teachers demonstrate the partitioning of numbers up to 10. Fill the Split(s)box with as many balls as the number you 
want to partition. When shaken the triangle in the box divides the number of balls in two. 

Contents:
blue plastic box with sliding lid 
(36.5 x 23 x 4.5 cm)
10 yellow plastic balls (3.5 cm Ø)

J1552000 split(s)box teacher

Split(s)cards

Practice the partitions up to 10 in couples. To be used in conjunction with the Split(s)box. 
One pupil shakes and opens the Split(s)box and the other pupil looks for the corresponding 
Split(s)cards. Check with the Split(s)box.

Contents:
2 transparent plastic boxes (8.5 x 5 x 4.5 cm)
in each box 11 plastic cards 

J1553000 split(s)cards
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Calculino

Practise addition and subtraction. 
Work independently or in pairs with this 
self-checking material. When working in 
pairs one child reads out the exercise and 
the other child places the puzzle piece with 
the correct answer on the table. After the 
assignment card is completed, check the 
puzzle pieces on the back.

Contents: 
12 wooden puzzle pieces
20 assignment cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (25.6 x 17.6 x 2.9 cm).

E303000  calculino
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Math bus up to 10

The Math bus is designed to help pupils 
to improve their number skills 0-10. 
It develops mathematical awareness, 
including counting skills, number value, 
simple addition and subtraction and 
number equations. 

Contents:
fl at wooden bus (44 x 24 x 2 cm)
10 wooden passengers
plastic assignment cards

J301800 math bus

Available separately:
J3018A0 stand for Math bus up to 10

Counting frame up to 20 teacher

Teachers tool to demonstrate additions and subtractions up to 20. 
Provided with a board to write on. Write a number on the board and 
show with the red and white beads the corresponding number picture 
by sliding the remaining beads behind the white board.

Contents:
wooden counting frame (82 cm)
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (3.5 cm Ø)
wooden whiteboard (35 x 14 cm)
2 metal hooks

J3018200 counting frame up to 20 teacher

Counting frame up to 20 pupils

Practice number skills up to 20. The counting frame is provided 
with a smiley face to show pupils the correct way of using it. Use 
the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. 
The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents: 
wooden counting frame (24 cm) 
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø)

J3018230  counting frame up to 20 pupils

Math bus up to 20

Math Bus 20 is designed to help pupils 
to achieve improved number skills 0-20. 
It develops mathematical awareness, 
including counting skills, number value, 
simple additions and subtractions and 
number bonds.

Contents:
fl at wooden double-decker bus 
(50 x 25 cm)
20 wooden passengers
7 plastic assignment cards 

J307600 math bus up to 20

Available separately:
J307610 stand for math bus up to 20

NUMERACY 
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Flash cards counting frame up to 20

Flash cards with images of the counting frame to inculcate number representations 0-20. At the bottom of the card the number symbol is 
shown that corresponds with the number representation on the other side of the card. 

Contents:
20 plastic cards 
with 38 assignments (33 x 8 cm)

J3050021  fl ash cards counting frame up to 20

Counting frame stamps

Increase insight into number structures and recognize number symbols 0-20. Use the 
stamps in various ways, such as: stamping sums, number dictation and complementing 
numbers up to 10. With the bead stamps pupils can stamp the correct number of beads in 
the printed counting frame.

Contents:
blue plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
6 rubber stamps with wooden handle
- 2 counting frame stamps (width 9.7 cm)
- 2 stamps with 5 beads
- 2 stamps with 1 bead

J1509006 counting frame stamps

Bead bar up to 20 teacher

Practice number pictures with the bead bar. Due to the red and white number structure, number pictures are visible at a glance. For example, 
7 consists of 5 red and 2 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (100 cm) with metal rod
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (3.5 cm Ø)

J3018205 bead bar up to 20 teacher

Bead string up to 20 teacher

To demonstrate numbers and arithmetic operations up to 20. 
The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents:
10 red and 10 white plastic beads (24 cm Ø) 
white cord (100 cm)

J3018271 bead string up to 20 teacher

Bead string up to 20 pupils

Designed for individual use to develop number skills up to 20. 
The number patterns remain visible as the beads do not slide.

Contents:
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø) 
red cord (60 cm)

J3018280 bead string up to 20 pupils

Contents:
10 red and 10 white plastic beads (1 cm Ø) 
white cord (50 cm)

J1212002 bead string up to 20 pupils

NUMERACY 

Reasoning with the Rekenrek

Teacher guide on how to use the Rekenrek 
(counting frame). The goal of this book 
is to help teachers see when, why and 
how to use the Rekenrek effectively. In 
this way all pupils develop fundamental 
mathematical concepts, effi cient and 
fl exible thinking strategies.

Contents:
Book with laminated cover, 
48 pages (24 x 17 cm)

J3018295  Reasoning with the Rekenrek

J1212002

J3018280
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Number line up to 20 teacher

To visualize operations up to 20. Attach the number line on a metal-/whiteboard. Use a whiteboard marker to write on the 
strip. The multifunctional number line up to 20 is an additional learning tool based on the 5- and 10-structure in mathematics. 
With the color change red/white, pupils can easily fi nd the place of the numbers 5, 10, 15 and 20.

Contents:
plastic write on/wipe off strip (100 x 15 cm)
5 magnetic strips (8.5 x 2.5 cm)

J3017251 number line up to 20

Number cards up to 20

Increase insight into number structures 0-20. During classroom 
activities each pupil takes one set and places all cards on the 
table in sequence. The teacher asks questions and pupils hold up 
one or multiple number cards in response. In this way all pupils 
are actively involved and the teacher is able to check if everyone 
understood the question. Use the cards at various exercises.

Contents:
transparent plastic box 
(8.5 x 6.5 x 3.5 cm)
21 plastic numbers cards

J1576000 number cards up to 20

Number clips up to 20

Explore the number structure 0-20 with these stand up plastic 
number clips. The clips feature a blue and black side. Make your 
own number line using the included cord. Pupils learn to count 
by ones, twos, fi ves etc. up to 20. Creative use of color allows for 
highlighting topics such as even and odd numbers. 

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid 
21 plastic number clips 
nylon cord 

J577031 number clips up to 20

NUMERACY 
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Base 10 set

Contents:
wooden box (24 x 13 x 12 cm)
5 transparent plastic boxes:
-  1 box with 100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

-  2 boxes with 10 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

-  2 boxes with blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

blank wooden cube of 1000 cm3

J3015300 base 10 set

Base 10

Use the units, longs, fl ats and cube to materialize the decimal numerical structure. For example the number 132. This number consists 
of 1 hundred, 3 tens and 2 ones. Support this fact by placing 1 fl at, 3 longs and 2 units. Clarify, by using the blocks, the principle of 
conversion of hundreds and tens: 1 fl at is equal to 10 longs and 1 long is equal to 10 units. 

Base 10 assortment

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid 
(32 x 21.5 x 3.5 cm)
100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

20 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

2 blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

J3015210 base 10 assortment

Base 10

The mentioned Base 10 materials are also available separately in polybag:

J3015120 base 10 units (100)
J3015110 base 10 units (1000)
J3015111 base 10 longs (100)
J3015113 base 10 fl ats (10)
J3015114 base 10 cube

wooden box with transparent lid 

100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

20 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

2 blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

Base 10 pupils

Place the card with 100 squares into the 
lid and practice with the units and longs. 
Increase insight into the decimal system. 

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.3 x 10.3 x 1.3 cm)
20 blank wooden units 1 cm3

8 blank wooden longs 10 cm3

white plastic card with 100 squares

J3015310 base 10 pupils
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Base 10 stamps

Visualize (large) numbers and increase insight 
into the decimal system. To stimulate the 
transfer from concrete to abstract. 

Contents:
yellow plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
4 stamps with wooden handle (unit, long, fl at 
and cube)

J3015320 base 10 stamps

Base 10 magnetic 3-D

Magnetic plastic cards with 3-D drawings 
of Base 10 to practice the transfer from 
concrete to abstract. 
The cards visualize units, tens, hundreds 
and thousands.

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid 
(22.5 x 21.5 x 3.5 cm)
plastic cards with 3-D drawings and 
magnetic strips on the back

J3015400 base 10 magnetic 3-D

Visualize (large) numbers and increase insight 
into the decimal system. To stimulate the 

4 stamps with wooden handle (unit, long, fl at 

NUMERACY 

Bead bar up to 100 teacher

Practice number skills up to 100. Write numbers, percentages 
or fractions corresponding with the beads on the school board to 
work on a more abstract level. The beads alternate between 10 red 
and 10 white beads. 

Contents:
wooden frame (150 cm) with metal rod
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads (2.8 cm Ø)
2 metal hooks 

J3018220 bead bar up to 100 teacher

Bead bar up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The bead bar fi ts on a pupils table and has 
anti-slip studs. The beads alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (68 cm) with metal rod and anti-slip studs
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads

J3018219 bead bar up to 100 pupils

Bead bar up to 100 teacher

Practice number skills up to 100. Write numbers, percentages 
or fractions corresponding with the beads on the school board to 
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Counting frame up to 100 teacher

To demonstrate and to visualize additions and subtractions up to 100. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (50 x 41 cm) with 10 wooden rods 50 red and 50 white plastic beads (2.5 cm Ø)

J3018210 counting frame up to 100 teacher

With color change after 50 beads:
J3018212  counting frame up to 100 teacher color change

Counting frame up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The design of the counting frame makes it 
suitable for both horizontal and vertical use. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads. 

Contents:
wooden frame (24 x 20 cm) with 10 metal rods 50 red and 50 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø) 

J3018235  counting frame up to 100 pupils 

With color change after 50 beads:
J3018236  counting frame up to 100 pupils color change

Counting frame up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The design of the counting frame makes it 
suitable for both horizontal and vertical use. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads. 

NUMERACY 
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Bead string up to 100 teacher

Demonstrate numbers and arithmetic operations up to 100. The beads alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads  (2.4 cm Ø)  white cord (300 cm)

J3018246 bead string up to 100 teacher

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads (1.8 cm Ø) white cord (350 cm) tensioner

J1212000 bead string up to 100 teacher

Bead string up to 100 pupils

Helps pupils to develop a visual image for locating large numbers quickly. 
The number patterns remain visible as the beads do not slide. The beads 
alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white wooden beads  (1 cm Ø)  
white cord (150 cm)

J3018250 bead string up to 100 pupils 

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads  (1 cm Ø)  
white cord (135 cm)

J1212001 bead string up to 100 pupils

Bead string up to 100 pupils

Helps pupils to develop a visual image for 
locating large numbers quickly. The beads alternate 
between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads (1.5 cm Ø) 
white cord (120 cm)

J3018260 bead string up to 100 pupils
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Tens cards

Ideal for use in conjunction with bead 
strings and bead bars up to 100.

Contents:
16 plastic cards (5 x 5 cm)
- 9 cards with numbers 10-90
- 7 blank cards to write on
whiteboard marker
16 metal hooks

J3018290 tens cards

Number line up to 100

Visualize operations up to 100. Attach the number line on a metal-/
whiteboard. Use a whiteboard marker to write on the strip. The 
color change in red and white represent the decimal structure. 
As there are no numbers mentioned the number line can be used 
multifunctionally; for example by counting in hundreds it visualizes 
operations up to 1000 as well. 

Contents:
2x plastic write on/wipe off strip 
(100 x 15 cm)
10 magnetic strips (8.5 x 2.5 cm)

J3017250 number line up to 100

Number clips up to 100

Explore the number structure 0-100. Various counting exercises using the number line 
develop insight into the numbers up to 100. Teach aural counting with jumps, for instance. 
Show the number clips with either their blue or their black side. Make your own number line
using the cord (included). 

Contents:
wooden box (37 x 30 x 13 cm)
101 plastic number clips (0-100)
white cord

J577019 number clips up to 100

NUMERACY 
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TT box

Self-checking material to learn the times 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)
10 plastic cards
3 red transparent plastic cards

J1354000 TT box

Division help

Self-checking material to learn the division 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)
10 plastic cards
3 red transparent plastic cards

J1358000 division help

Self-checking material to learn the times 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)

Self-checking material to learn the division 

with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.
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Magnetic fraction sets

Recognize and name fractions and learn to calculate with fractions. The colors of the 
fraction sets reinforce the relationships between the various fractions. The linear 
fraction sets also show the relationships between the fractions, percentages and decimal 
numbers. The sets contain a magnetic board to which the fractions can be attached.

J1504000 magnetic fraction set round teacher
J1504001 magnetic fraction set round pupils
J1506000 magnetic fraction set linear teacher
J1506001 magnetic fraction set linear pupils

Fraction set round pupils

Round fraction components with bright colors. The set helps 
pupils to discover fractions and to understand the part-whole 
relationship. 

Contents:
transparent plastic box round (9 x 1.7 cm)
plastic fraction parts (0.2 cm thick)
(diameter 1/1 is 8.8 cm)

J1501000 fraction set round pupils

Fraction set square pupils

Square fraction components with bright colors. The set helps 
pupils to discover fractions and to understand the part-whole 
relationship.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.1 x 10.1 x 1.6 cm)
plastic fraction parts (0.2 cm thick)
(square 1/1 is 10 x 10 cm)

J1502000 fraction set square pupils

NUMERACY 

Fraction dice large

Dice with round fractions. Name or 
visualize the fraction you throw and check 
your answer by turning the die. Increase 
insight in fractions, the way they can be 
represented into their relationships. 

Contents:
blue plastic box with transparent lid 
(15 x 15 x 5.5 cm)
4 plastic dice (5 cm) with fractions and 
self-check

J1306000 fraction dice large

Clock synchronous teacher

Demonstration clock with a special front that shows the 
PM hours or the minutes (see picture). The hands of the 
clock synchronize.

Contents:
plastic clock (39,5 x 39,5 cm)
mechanism on the back to synchronize the hands
2 wooden holders

J3030500 clock synchronous teacher

Clock analogue-digital teacher

Demonstrates the relationship between digital and analogue time at a glance. The analogue clock face shows hours up to 12 whereas the 
digital clock shows hours up to 24. Both clock times have to be operated manually.

Contents:
wooden board (49 x 12,5 cm)

J3030400 clock analogue-digital teacher
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Clock magnetic teacher

This demonstration clock has a 12- and 24 hour marking and is easy to attach to a magnetic board. Mark the digital times before and after 
noon on the 2 displays with the magnetic number cards. The color of the hands correspond with the color of the displays. 

Contents:
magnetic clock with plastic hands (35.5 x 30 cm)
44 magnetic number cards

J2070000 clock magnetic teacher

What time is it?

Analogue clock to determine the 
time. Pupils practise their skills in 
understanding and verbally expressing 
an hour, half an hour and a quarter of an 
hour.

Contents:
wooden box (34 x 24 x 6 cm)
wooden clock including a stand
4 sets of 12 plastic clock cards
2 x 12 plastic number cards (1-12)

E523138 What time is it?

NUMERACY 

Clocks AM/PM pupils

Writable clocks with 12 and 24 hour marks and a 
digital display. Set the time on the analogue clock 
using the hours and minutes hand and write the 
corresponding digital time with a whiteboard 
marker. 

Contents:
10 plastic clocks (11 x 12 cm)

J2071000 clocks AM/PM pupils

Clocks pupils

Writable clocks with an analogue clock face and 
a digital display. The clocks are available per 10 
pieces with 12 hour marks, 12- and 24 hour marks 
or with 12 hour, 24 hour and minute marks. 

Contents:
10 plastic clocks (11 x 12 cm)

J3030510 clocks 12 and 24 hours pupils
J3030511 clocks 12 hours pupils
J3030512 clocks hours and minutes pupils

Clock small pupils

The 12 hours clock markings are shown in red and 
the 24 hours clock markings in green. The hands 
can be moved but do not move synchronously.

Contents:
plastic clock: 7.3 cm Ø

J2072000 clock small pupils
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Mirror world

Challenging materials to experience mirror images. 
The exercises allow pupils to discover the various 
possibilities and characteristics of the mirror book. 
The attractive materials stimulate to experiment, 
to draw your own shapes and to create your own 
mirror images.

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid (33 x 29 x 4 cm)
2 wooden mirror books
12 plastic assignment cards
2 plastic cards with angles 
4 plastic worksheets for copying
10 colored wooden geometrical shapes
10 colored wooden fi gures
4 yellow and 4 blue plastic strips
8 yellow wooden blocks

J3003172 mirror world in cardboard box

3-Dimensions

Use the blocks to build the different views or 
projections as shown on the assignment cards. 
Use 3 assignment cards with views: 2 side views 
and a view from above or use an assignment 
card with a projection.

Contents:
wooden box (32 x 29.5 x 6 cm)
wooden lid as playing board
3 wooden pillars 
24 wooden blocks 
32 transparent plastic assignment cards
2 plastic drawing sheets (A-4) 

J3003150 3-dimensions

Use the blocks to build the different views or 
projections as shown on the assignment cards. 
Use 3 assignment cards with views: 2 side views 
and a view from above or use an assignment 
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Line puzzle

Recognize shapes and patterns, develop spatial 
reasoning skills and learn about the part-whole 
relationship. Use the jigsaw pieces to create the fi gures 
as shown on the assignment card. The assignment 
cards have an increasing degree of diffi culty. 

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid 
(18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm) 
12 plastic assignment cards with 22 assignments and 
2 grids
12 plastic jigsaw pieces 

J3005470 line puzzle

Circo

Develop spatial reasoning skills and learn about the part-whole 
relationship. Choose a large, medium or small assignment card. 
The cards contain red and white quarter circles, try to discover them 
and create the fi gures as shown on the assignment card. 
The assignment cards have an increasing degree of diffi culty.

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid (18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm)
plastic card with grid 
14 plastic assignment cards printed on both sides
32 plastic playing cards with quarter circles 

J3005465 circo

relationship. Use the jigsaw pieces to create the fi gures 

12 plastic assignment cards with 22 assignments and 

Triangle game

Stimulate logical thinking and develop spatial reasoning skills. 
Use the triangles to make the assignment. The exercises have an 
increasing degree of diffi culty. 

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid (18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm)
12 plastic assignment cards
8 plastic triangles

J3005461 triangle game

Lokon 156 pieces

Contents:
cardboard box (26 x 17 x 7.5 cm) 
156 pieces Lokon of durable plastic:
- 3 different shapes: triangle, square and pentagonal
- 6 colors: red, blue, yellow, green, black and white
 2 plastic instruments for opening and closing the models
inspiration booklet

J3088101 lokon 156 pieces 
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